
1. Meditate. This is numero uno. This is where your intuition IS! Take the
morning to be quiet and allow your connection. That place of allowing is
the same place your intuition will come through. Use the one I sent you or
find another that works for you. A meditation that utilizes your imagination
is the most helpful so you can get used to allowing images to come in.

2. Be Happy.  I’m serious. This was one of the biggest factors in opening my
intuition. I worked consciously to step out of limited thinking and any victim
tendencies I had to plug into the divine for unconditional joy. Think about
it, the more we’re attached to the physical conditions, the harder it is to
allow divine energy to flow in. Static noise, negativity and fear block divine
flow. Joy is your compass, find it within anything you can, and follow it!

3. Pay Attention. Begin to pay attention to how you may receive messages.
Do you hear the answer? Do you tend to see images? Or do you feel it
and simply just know? This is a great way to begin to strengthen your
intuitive muscle.

4. Trust. Give yourself more credit than you want to. You’ll want to bat away
messages – don’t. Usually the very first message, feeling or image is the
correct one. Intuitive messages come in like lightening. Don’t wrestle with
the conscious mind to find the answers, the intuitive answers will come in
easily and right away.

5. Play. Start to play games. Guess who has just sent you that text when you
hear your phone. Ask for signs, as your angels for a specific sign. Start
with something easy, something you’re not attached to (don’t make it
money). Ask to see a rabbit, a blue star, a yellow car, something random
and keep your eyes and ears open! I have some crazy stories about this.
I’d love to hear yours!
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